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Abstract—Resonant Beam Charging (RBC) is a long-range,
high-power, mobile, and safe Wireless Energy Transfer (WET)
technology, which can provide wireless power for mobile devices
like Wi-Fi communications. Due to the wireless energy transmission
decay in RBC systems, the charging power received per device relies
on the distance-dependent energy transmission channel. To extend
battery life of all devices, this paper develops a Channel-Dependent
Charge (CDC) scheduling algorithm to control receivers’ charging
power, order and duration. Each receiver is assigned a dynamic
scheduling coefficient, which is the product of the battery’s re-
maining energy and the energy transmission channel. The resultant
optimal charging order is to charge the receiver with the minimum
scheduling coefficient first per equal unit-length time slot. It is
shown analytically and experimentally that the CDC algorithm
achieves higher charging performance than other scheduling al-
gorithms including the Round-Robin Charge (RRC) scheduling
algorithms. In a word, the CDC scheduling algorithm offers a viable
approach to extending mobile devices’ battery life while accounting
for varying RBC transmission channels.

Index Terms—Wireless energy transfer (WET), resonant beam
charging, channel-dependent charge scheduling algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENT advances in wireless communications enable mo-
bile devices to have become the necessity of our daily

life [1]. On the other hand, the Internet of Things (IoT), which
holds the key to realizing the vision of a global infrastructure
of networked physical objects and has attracted great attention
recently, requires connecting multiple mobile devices [2]–[4].
These mobile devices can be sensors, actuators, smartphones,
computers, and other appliances that can be connected, mon-
itored or actuated [5]. In particular, mobile devices are often
powered by batteries to enable high-performance computing
and communications [6]–[8]. However, current short battery
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endurance limits the widespread use of mobile devices [9]. The
contradictions between the evolution of IoT and the battery
endurance of mobile devices are becoming more and more
prominent [6], [10]. Current approaches to improving battery
endurance include: i) increasing the battery capacity, and, ii)
adopting new charging methods [11].

Limited by chemical characteristics of ordinary batteries,
increasing their capacity is faced with cost, technology, and
other challenges [12]. Carrying a charging cable or looking
for a charging socket, however, brings inconvenience to mobile
device users. Therefore, the natural energy harvesting methods
and Wireless Energy Transfer (WET) technology have become
two main strategies for overcoming the energy supply limita-
tions [13]. The natural energy harvesting is the technology that
harvests energy from natural sources of clean energy such as
solar and wind [14]. However, the energy harvested in this way
is unstable and easily affected by geography, environment and
other factors [15]–[17]. WET technology has developed rapidly
in the last decade [18], [19], and it is identified as the key technol-
ogy solution for 6G [20]. As a matter of fact, most existing WET
technologies such as inductive coupling, magnetic resonance
coupling, and radio frequency, face major issues related to e.g.,
charging safety, power, and distance [21]–[23].

To provide safe, high-power, long-distance and mobile charg-
ing services for mobile devices, the Resonant Beam Charging
(RBC), also known as Distributed Laser Charging (DLC), was
recently advocated in [24], [25]. An RBC system comprises two
main components, named the transmitter and the receiver, and
they are separated in space [25]. As long as the receiver is within
Line of Sight (LOS) of the transmitter, a resonant beam (i.e., the
transmission channel) can be generated between them to transfer
power without alignment. With regards to safety, the resonant
beam can be automatically cut off whenever an object enters the
LOS blocking the transmission channel. With the high power and
high collimation of the laser, the high-power and long-distance
charging of the RBC system can be realized. Furthermore,
multiple beams can be generated between an RBC transmitter
and multiple receivers simultaneously. In other words, multiple
mobile devices can be served by a transmitter simultaneously
in an RBC system. As such, the RBC system is well-suited for
providing devices with mobile, safe, and ‘WiFi-like’ wireless
charging services; see also [24]–[28] for related discussion.

Similar to cellular base stations, the RBC transmitters placed
at different locations have different charging coverage (the area
within which the charging power received by mobile devices is
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Fig. 1. RBC mobile application scenario.

larger than a certain threshold) [29]. Even within the coverage,
it is very often to encounter the settings where multiple mobile
devices, e.g., mobile phone, intelligent logistics robots and re-
connaissance Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), require wire-
less charging service simultaneously [30]. Similar to wireless
communication systems, there are energy losses in the wireless
energy transmission channel, so each receiver’s received power
is different when placed at or moving to different positions [31].
Fig. 1 presents an RBC mobile application scenario: an RBC
transmitter is placed at the ceiling of a drawing room and
multiple mobile devices including mobile phone, laptop, pad,
sweeping robot, and intelligent robot are embedded with RBC
receivers, each of which requires wireless charging services.
These mobile devices may be moving with a random speed in a
random direction, and their received charging power varies due
to their different distances to the transmitter.

Consider a practical setting where multiple collaborative
mobile receivers request charging at the same time but the
transmitter’s output power cannot meet all the charging requests.
To extend the battery life of all receivers, scheduling algorithms
are well-motivated to schedule the charging power, duration, and
order in this context [32], [33]. Existing scheduling algorithms
for RBC system are all based solely on receivers’ status. For
example, in the First Access First Charge (FAFC) scheduling
algorithm, the receiver that first access to the system is charged
first, while the receiver with high priority (related to the re-
ceivers’ remaining energy and the preferred charging power) is
first charged in High Priority Charge (HPC) scheduling algo-
rithm [25], [34]. Since the receivers’ charging power depends
critically on the transmission channel relative to the transmitter,
an effective charging scheduling algorithm should also account
for the RBC energy transmission channel.

In a nutshell, the contributions of this paper include:
C1) A Channel-Dependent Charge (CDC) scheduling algo-

rithm for controlling the charging power, duration, and
order of mobile devices is put forth to extend the battery
life of all receivers;

C2) To implement the CDC scheduling algorithm, the RBC
transmitter’s coverage, the receiver dynamic moving
model, and related parameters including the receivers’
initial locations and charging time slots are analyzed;
and,

Fig. 2. The RBC system structure.

C3) The performance of the CDC algorithm is numerically
tested, and the results include: i) Compared with the
Round-Robin Charge (RRC) scheduling algorithm, the
performance of the CDC is superior, and ii) the measures
to improve the CDC performance are prolonging the
charging duration, increasing the input electric power,
or limiting the number of receivers charging simultane-
ously within the coverage.

In the remainder of this paper, the RBC structure and transmis-
sion channel are described in Section II. Section III presents the
scheduling principles behind and develops the CDC scheduling
algorithm. Section IV discusses the mathematical model of the
CDC algorithm. Performance of the CDC algorithm is evaluated
in Section V, while this paper is concluded along with directions
for future research.

II. TRANSMISSION CHANNEL MODEL

This section outlines the structure, the energy transfer process,
and the energy transmission channel model of an RBC system.

A. Resonant Beam Charging System

The structure of an RBC system is shown in Fig. 2, which
comprises a transmitter and a receiver. Specifically, the RBC
transmitter includes a power source, a retro-reflector with 100%
reflectivity (R1), a gain medium, a power controller, and a
feedback monitor. The receiver consists of a retro-reflector with
less than 100% reflectivity (R2), a Photovoltaic (PV) panel, a
battery, and a feedback controller. The interspace between R1
and R2 is the resonant cavity [34]. The battery in the receiver
can be charged when the RBC system is on, and this charging
process can be described in the following stages:

S1) The gain medium is pumped with the input electric power
Ps;

S2) The power scheduler determines the charging order,
power, and duration of receivers based on the status
information collected by the feedback monitor;

S3) The scheduled beam Pib is transmitted to R2 and passes
through R2 in part to form the receiver output beam;

S4) The beam power Pob is converted to the output electric
power Pe by a PV panel for battery charging [35]; and,
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TABLE I
POWER PARAMETERS

S5) The feedback controller collects the receiver’s real-time
information including the position, the remaining energy,
and the charging time, and feeds them back to the feed-
back monitor in the transmitter. The method of feeding
back information can be an existing communication
method such as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth, or a novel commu-
nication approach through the resonant beam [36].

To install an RBC system, the RBC transmitter can be man-
ufactured as a transmitting device similar to the router, and
installed at the top of the room or the car. The RBC receiver can
be embedded in mobile devices that require wireless charging
services, e.g., mobile phones, and tablets. The embedding meth-
ods include: i) the receiver is embedded into the new devices as
an internal component, and ii) make the receiver as an external
plug-in and connect it to the pre-existing devices through the
Universal Serial Bus (USB) interface [29].

B. Wireless Energy Transmission Channel Model

From Fig. 2 and [37], [38], the battery’s charging process
in an RBC system can also be divided into three stages: i)
the input electric power Ps to the gain medium stored power
Pg , in which the gain medium can be accumulated with the
power provided by the power source; and, ii) the gain medium
stored power Pg to external-cavity beam power Pob. The stored
power is pumped and converted to intra-cavity beam power Pib,
which is subsequently transmitted to the receiver R2 to form
the external-cavity beam power Pob; and, iii) the external-cavity
beam power Pob to output electric power Pe by the PV panel.
The power parameters corresponding to symbols are recorded
in Table I. The RBC transmission channel model is formulated
on this basis, and the transmission stages of the channel are
elaborated below.

The relationship between the input electric power Ps and the
gain medium stored power Pg can be depicted as [26], [37]

Pg = ηgPs (1)

where ηg is the conversion efficiency of the input electric power
to the stored power.

On the other hand, the gain medium stored power can be
converted into the intra-cavity beam power by the spontaneous
radiation [37]. Then, the intra-cavity beam power transmits in
the resonant cavity between R1 and R2, and passes through R2
partially to form the external-cavity beam [24]. Thus, the gain
medium stored power can be converted into the external-cavity
beam power, and the conversion efficiency depends on transmis-
sion distance and efficiency [27].

The key factor influencing transmission efficiency is the
diffraction loss. In the resonant cavity, the single transmission

diffraction loss δ of the resonant beam can be presented as

δ = e−2π a2

λ(l+d) (2)

where a is the radius of the retro-reflector R1 and R2, l is the
distance between the gain medium and R1, d is the distance
between the gain medium and R2, and λ is the wavelength of
the resonant beam.

The relationship between the gain medium stored power Pg

and the external-cavity beam power Pob can be depicted as [37]

Pob = αPg + C (3)

where C is a constant related to the RBC system internal
parameters, and α is the function relying on the transmission
distance d and the diffraction loss δ

α =
2(1− f)m

(1 + f)δ − (1 + f) ln f
(4)

where f is the reflectivity of the output mirror R2, and m is the
overlap efficiency [31].

Finally, the external-cavity beam power can be converted into
the output electric power by the PV panel, whose function is
similar to the solar panel. As presented in [26], when the PV
panel works at the Maximum Power Point (MPP), the conversion
efficiency of the beam power to electric power is maximum. The
relationship between the external-cavity beam powerPob and the
electric power Pe can be stated as

Pe = βPob + γ (5)

where β and γ are constant coefficients, which can be obtained
from [26].

Based on the analysis results of the above three stages and
(1)–(5), the relationship between the input electric power Ps

and the output electric power Pe can be obtained as

Pe = β(αPg + C) + γ

= β

[(
2(1− f)m

(1 + f)e−2π a2
λ(l+d) − (1 + f) ln f

)
ηgPs + C

]
+ γ.

(6)

From (6), the output electric power Pe depends on the input
electric power Ps and the distance d between the transmitter and
the receiver. Moreover, due to the diffraction loss, the receiver’s
output electric power decreases as the distance d increases for a
constant input power Ps.

For a mobile device, the distance to the transmitter is decided
by its location and movement. The closer the receiver to the
transmitter is, the higher charging power it gets. Thus, when
multiple mobile devices request charging simultaneously, the
receiver closer to the transmitter acquires more energy, at a
higher charging efficiency than receivers far away.

Building the channel model and analysis above, the CDC
scheduling algorithm will be developed in the next section to
extend the receivers’ battery life.
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III. SCHEDULING DESIGN

To design the CDC scheduling algorithm, the scheduling
principle and the execution flow will be presented in detail in
this section.

A. Scheduling Principle

In the RBC mobile application scenario, multiple mobile
receivers, which request charging simultaneously, are at differ-
ent locations and may even be moving, so their distances to
the transmitter vary over time. Using (6), the charging power
received by per receiver is different. The shorter the distance,
the higher charging power receiver can get. To extent the battery
life of all receivers, the charging sequence of the receivers is
determined by considering the two factors of the receivers’
battery remaining energy and distance to the transmitter.

A scheduling coefficient Fs related to the remaining energy
Er and the distance to the transmitter d is set for each receiver
requesting for charging. In the meanwhile, all receivers that
request charging are arranged into a charging queue from the
smallest scheduling coefficient to the largest, and the receiver
with the minimum coefficient is first charged at each time slot.
The scheduling coefficientFsi of the receiverRi can be obtained
by

Fsi = CeEri + Cddi, Eri ∈ [0, Eb], di ∈ [0, D] (7)

where Eri is remaining energy and di is the distance to the
transmitter of the receiver Ri. Ce and Cd are the constant
coefficient. In the CDC algorithm, two factors of the battery
remaining energy and the distance are equally important. Thus,
Ce andCd are both 0.5. In addition,Eb is the battery total energy,
and D is the longest distance between the transmitter and the
receiver within the transmitter’s coverage.

The scheduling strategy means that the receiver with the
minimum remaining energy and the shortest distance to the
transmitter can be first charged with the maximum charging
power. Moreover, the receiver closer to the transmitter will be
earlier charged between the two receivers with the same remain-
ing energy. This receiver can get a relatively high charging power
based on (6), so the higher charging efficiency can be achieved.

B. Execution Flow

In the RBC mobile application scenario, the receivers with
different remaining energy may be moving randomly, and thus
the transmission channels between the RBC transmitter and
receivers may vary constantly. Relying on the scheduling prin-
ciple, the execution flow of the CDC algorithm is depicted in
Fig. 3. The detailed steps are described below:

S1) The charging duration is divided into multiple equal unit-
length charging time slots;

S2) The receivers’ feedback controllers monitor their status
(e.g., the location, the remaining energy, charging dura-
tion, to name a few) and feed them back to the transmitter
through the information loaded by resonant beam, Wi-Fi
or bluetooth;

Fig. 3. Execution flow of the CDC algorithm.

S3) Detect the presence of a fully charged receiver. If so,
remove the receiver from the queue to be charged;

S4) Calculate the scheduling coefficient Fs for each receiver
based on the transmission channel and remaining energy;

S5) All receivers are sorted from the smallest scheduling
coefficient to the largest;

S6) The receiver with the minimum scheduling coefficient is
selected to be charged with power calculated in (6);

S7) At the end of a charging time slot, the receivers’ status
is updated; and,

S8) If the pre-set charging duration is achieved, the schedul-
ing process terminates. Otherwise, turn to S2), and start
a new charging time slot.

With the above CDC scheduling process, the receivers within
the transmitter’s coverage will be optimally scheduled charging
to extend the battery life of all receivers.

IV. SCHEDULING MODEL

To implement the CDC scheduling algorithm, the RBC trans-
mission channel model, the transmitter’s coverage, and the re-
ceivers’ dynamic moving model will be analyzed. In addition,
the executable pseudo code will be described.
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TABLE II
TRANSMISSION CHANNEL MODEL PARAMETERS

Fig. 4. Output electric power versus transmission distance.

TABLE III
LARGEST TRANSMISSION DISTANCE

A. Transmission Channel Model Quantification

The parameters (e.g., β,R,m, π) for (6) are specified in
Table II [26], [37]. The output electric power Pe is plotted as a
function of the transmission distance d with the input electric
power Ps = 50, 100, 150, and 200 W, respectively in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4, when the transmission distance d is small
(<= 2 m), the output electric power is almost constant, but
gradually decreases to 0 as d increases from 2 m. For a fixed
distance d, the higher the input electric power Ps, the larger
the output power Pe. The largest transmission distance D (the
output electric power is 0) increases with Ps and the values of D
over different Ps are shown in Table III. For example, the largest
transmission distance is 7.2972 m when the input electric power
is 100 W.

B. Transmitter Coverage

The RBC transmitter can be installed in the ceiling to provide
wireless charging service for mobile devices in the coverage.
An RBC transmitter’s coverage is decided by the Field of View
(FOV) Tfov and the largest transmission distance D. The FOV

Fig. 5. RBC Transmitter coverage (Ps = 100 W).

TABLE IV
TRANSMITTER COVERAGE PARAMETERS

of an RBC system is set as 100◦ (i.e., Tfov = 100◦) according
to the technical product of Wi-Charge [29], while the largest
transmission distance D can be decided by the input electric
power.

To compute the coverage of an RBC transmitter, the height
h, the radius r of the basal plane, and the largest transmission
distance D constitute a right triangle. The relationship between
h and D is thus

h = D × cos

(
Tfov

2

)
(8)

and the radius r is

r = D × sin

(
Tfov

2

)
. (9)

From (6), (8), and (9), the transmitter coverage relies on the
input electric power Ps. When Ps is 100 W, the corresponding
transmitter coverage is depicted in Fig. 5. A transmitter’s cover-
age is a three-dimensional region forming a cone. In addition, the
shape of the transmitter’s coverage with differentPs is the same,
but their height h and radius r are diverse. The height and radius
of Ps = 50 W, 100 W, 150 W and 200 W transmitter’s coverage
are shown in Table IV. From Table IV, given the FOV, the higher
Ps, the largerh and r. The vertical height between the transmitter
and receiver and the radius of the coverage area are 4.6906 m and
5.5900 m respectively when the input electric power is 100 W.
Thus, the coverage increases as the input electric power grows.

C. Receiver Dynamic Moving Model

During the charging process, receivers within the transmitter’s
coverage may be moving at random directions with random
velocities. For example, a mobile phone can be picked up,
moving at any speed with a person, and it can also be put down
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Fig. 6. A receiver dynamic moving example.

anytime. Set the transmitter’s installation position as the origin
of Cartesian Coordinate System, the receivers’ dynamic moving
model is described below:

1) To initialize a charging process, the location of the receiver
Ri is randomly set as (x, y, z) based on the Cartesian
Coordinate System of the transmitter’s coverage.

2) At a charging time slot, suppose receiver Ri moves at a
constant velocity v in random directions.

3) The velocity v of Ri can be split into its components in
the x, y, and z directions as vx, vy, and vz .

4) After Ri moves for a period of time t, the location of Ri

turns into (x+ vxt, y + vyt, z + vzt). Thus, the distance
between Ri and the transmitter is

d =
√

(x+ vxt)2 + (y + vyt)2 + (z + vzt)2. (10)

5) Finally, the charging power for Ri can be calculated based
on the wireless energy transmission channel model.

The moving velocity of the receiver is random, depending on
the actual situation of the receiver. For example, in this paper, the
velocity in x, y and z directions is assumed as the value between
0 and 0.01 m/s (i.e., vmax = 0.01 m/s). In Fig. 6, an example
of the receiver dynamic moving model is presented, where the
receiver’s initial location is the green dot. Then, the squares are
used to mark eight possible locations after the receiver moved
for some time, and the lines between the dot and squares are
the straight lines between the initial location and the possible
locations. For instance, the device may move to the possible
locations 1, i or n after moving for a spell.

D. Executable Pseudo Code

In the CDC algorithm, the related parameters are elaborated
as follows:

1) The number of receivers within the RBC transmitter’s
coverage Nr is random during a scheduling process.

2) The receivers’ initial locations are random within a trans-
mitter’s coverage. Thus, the initial distances between the
transmitter and the receivers are also random.

3) The percentages of the remaining capacity of all receivers’
batteries are the random number between 0%–100%, and

Algorithm 1: CDC Algorithm.
Input: Nr;
1: initialize Tc, To, β, f , m, π, a, λ, ηg, C, γ, Ps, Eb;
2: Ts ← 0;
3: Pe ← 0, using (6) calculate D;
4: h← D × cos(

Tfov

2 );

5: r ← D × sin(
Tfov

2 );
6: R(:, 1)← rand× (h− 0);
7: R(:, 2)← rand× [(h−R(:, 1))× tan(

Tfov

2 )− 0];
8: R(:, 3)← rand× [sqrt(r2 −R(:, 2)2)− 0];
9: R(:, 4)← rand×[100−0]

100 × Eb;
10: while Ts � To do
11: initialize Ps;
12: R(:, 5)←√

R(:, 1)2 +R(:, 2)2 +R(:, 3)2;
13: R(:, 6)← Ce ×R(:, 4) + Cd ×R(:, 5);
14: Rsort ← sortrows(R, 6);
15: d← Rsort(1, 5);
16: if d <= D&&Rsort(1, 4) < Eb then
17: Pe←

β

[(
2(1−f)m

(1+f)e
−2π a2

λ(l+d) −(1+f) ln f

)
ηgPs+C

]
+ γ;

18: Rsort(1, 4)← Rsort(1, 4) + Pe × Tc;
19: end if
20: Restore the sorting of the array R;
21: Ts ← Ts + Tc;
22: v(:, 1|2|3)← ±rand× (vmax − 0);
23: R(:, 1|2|3)← R(:, 1|2|3) + v(:, 1|2|3)× Tc;
24: end while
25: Es ← sum(R(:, 4));
27: return Es;

the remaining energy is the product of the percentage of
the remaining capacity and the total energy of the battery
Eb.

4) The duration of a charging time slot Tc depends on the
total charging duration and the charging status (e.g. the
number of receivers, the input electric power, to name a
few). Moreover, the charging power received by a receiver
is constant per time slot. It is equal to the power received
at the beginning of the time slot.

Based on the scheduling principle and the quantitative pa-
rameters of the CDC algorithm, its executable pseudo code can
be programmed as Algorithm 1. The core executable steps are
depicted below:

S1) Initialize parameters including Tc, To (the pre-set
charging duration), β, f , Eb;

S2) The total charging duration Ts is set to be 0;
S3) When the output electric power Pe is 0 with constant

input electric power, calculate the longest transmission
distance D using (6). The height h and radius r can be
computed by (8) and (9);

S4) The receiver initial height R(:, 1) (i.e. z ∈ [0, h]) is
a random value within the height of coverage h, and
radius R(:, 2) (i.e. x ∈ [0, (h−R(:, 1))× tan(

Tfov

2 )])
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andR(:, 3) (i.e. y ∈ [0,
√

r2 −R(:, 2)2]) are limited by
R(:, 1) and the FOV;

S5) The remaining energy of receivers’ battery R(:, 4) is
set as the product of the random number between 0%
and 100% and the total battery energy Eb;

S6) When the total charging duration Ts is less than the pre-
set charging duration To, the receivers are scheduled to
be charged;

S7) Calculate the distances between all receivers and the
transmitter R(:, 5) and the scheduling coefficients
R(:, 6) of all receivers;

S8) Sort the receivers from smallest to largest scheduling
coefficient. If the receiver with the minimum schedul-
ing coefficient is within the chargeable coverage and
not fully charged, it will be charged with the power
computed by (6);

S9) Then, restore the sorting of the receiver array R. Ts

plus a time slot Tc, and the receivers may move with
random velocities V (:, 1|2|3) at x, y, and z directions.
Thus, the receivers’ locations R(:, 1|2|3) may change
with the movements; turn to S6); and,

S10) When the scheduling process ends, calculate and return
the sum of the remaining energy Es of all receivers.

Based on the above analysis, the scheduling principle and
implementation of the CDC algorithm have been presented.
However, the performance of the CDC algorithm and what
factors may influence its performance need to be studied.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

To evaluate the performance of the CDC algorithm, the per-
formance of the CDC algorithm in terms of all receivers’ average
remaining energy under different influencing factors is analyzed.
In addition, for proving the excellent charging performance,
the performance of the CDC algorithm is compared with the
Round-Robin Charge (RRC) scheduling algorithm under the
same conditions.

In the performance analysis, the duration of a time slot
is set to 10 s, and the total energy of the battery is set as
10.35 Wh (the battery energy of iPhone X). The Monte Carlo
realization is adopted to take multiple simulations with ran-
dom variables, and the receiver’ average remaining energy Esa

is computed after multiple scheduling processes. Esa can be
calculated by

Esa =

∑n
i=1 Es

Nr × n
(11)

where Es is the total remaining energy of all receivers over a
charging duration Ts. Nr is the number of receivers, and n is
the number of simulations.

A. Round-Robin Charge Algorithm

To highlight the superiority of the CDC algorithm, the CDC al-
gorithm is compared with RRC scheduling algorithm. The RRC
algorithm is one of the most easily implemented scheduling al-
gorithms in the RBC system. However, it is lack of consideration

Fig. 7. Average remaining energy versus the number of receivers (different
charging duration).

for the receiver’s remaining energy and transmission channel.
The implementation steps of the RRC algorithm include:

S1) The charging duration is divided into multiple equal unit-
length charging time slots;

S2) The receivers are queued according to the time they
connecting with the transmitter;

S3) During a charging time slot, the receiver in the head of the
queue is selected to be charged with the power calculated
by (6);

S4) At the end of a time slot, the receiver has been charged is
assigned to the end of queue, and the charging duration
plus a time slot; and,

S5) If the pre-set charging duration is achieved, the charging
process ends, and the receiver’s average charging energy
can be obtained. Otherwise, turn to S3).

B. Evaluation and Comparison

The performance of the CDC algorithm can be affected by
many factors, among which, the most direct impacts include:
i) the number of receivers Nr, and, ii) the charging duration
Ts, and, iii) the input electric power Ps. In this subsection, the
performance of the CDC will be analyzed and compared with
the RRC algorithm under these three influencing factors.

E1) Different charging duration and number of receivers
When the number of receiversNr within an RBC transmitter’s

coverage is between 1 and 50, the input electric power is 200 W,
and the charging duration Ts is 1 h, 2 h, and 3 h, the changes of
the receivers’ average remaining energy Esa over the number of
receivers Nr are presented in Fig. 7.

For the CDC algorithm in Fig. 7, since only one receiver with
minimum scheduling coefficient can be charged during a time
slot Tc, there exists a maximum charging energy in a charging
duration. Esa decreases sharply when Nr is small (<= 20),
but gradually decreases after 20. Given the same number of
receivers, Esa augments as charging duration prolongs.
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Fig. 8. Average remaining energy versus charging duration (different number
of receivers).

Fig. 9. Esa difference value between CDC and RRC versus the number of
receivers (different charging duration).

For the RRC algorithm in Fig. 7, similar to the CDC schedul-
ing algorithm, Esa decreases with the increase of Nr and in-
creases with the increase of charging duration with the same
Nr. What’s more, when Nr is greater than 1, Esa of the RRC
algorithm is less than that of the CDC algorithm with the same
Nr and Ts.

The changes of Esa over different charging durations Ts are
described in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 8, for CDC and RRC scheduling algorithms, Esa

increases with the increase of charging duration despite what
number of receivers is. For the same charging duration, Esa

decreases as Nr increases. Esa of CDC algorithm is always
higher than that of the RRC algorithm when Nr is the same.

To illustrate the superiority of the CDC algorithm, Dsa is
defined as the difference value between the receivers’ average
remaining energy of the CDC algorithm and that of RRC algo-
rithm. The changes in the difference Dsa between Esa of the
CDC algorithm and that of the RRC algorithm under different
charging duration are depicted in Fig. 9. Dsa is equal to 0

Fig. 10. Average remaining energy versus the number of receivers (different
input electric power).

when Nr is 1. In addition, Dsa increases rapidly first, then
decreases gradually overNr . WhenNr is same,Dsa increases as
the charging duration prolongs. Thus, compared with the RRC
algorithm, the performance of the CDC algorithm is getting
better with longer charging duration and a reasonable number
of receivers (e.g. Nr is from 2 to 10).

Thus, the performance of the CDC algorithm is better with
the longer charging duration and the appropriate amount of
receivers. Besides, the performance of CDC is better than that
of RRC with the same input electric power, variable charging
duration and the number of receivers.

E2) Different input electric power and number of receivers
When the input electric power Ps is 50 W, 100 W, 150 W,

and 200 W, respectively, the transmitter’s coverage is shown in
Table IV, and the coverage of the transmitter with 200 W Ps is
largest. To guarantee the randomness of the initial locations of
all receivers, whose number is from 1 to 50, their initial locations
are limited within the coverage of the transmitter with 200 W
input electric power.

After receivers are charged by the RBC transmitter with 50 W,
100 W, 150 W, and 200 W input electric power for 3 hours, the
changes of the receivers’ average remaining energy Esa with
CDC and RRC algorithms over the different number of receivers
are depicted in Fig. 10.

For the CDC scheduling algorithm, Esa decreases with the
increase of Nr in Fig. 10. In addition, from Fig. 4, given the
same transmission distance, the output electric power increases
as the input electric power increases. Thus, Esa increases as
Ps increases for same Nr. For example, when the number of
receivers is 10, Esa of 200 W is greater than that of 150 W,
100 W, and 50 W.

Changes of Esa with different Ps for the RRC scheduling
algorithm in Fig. 10 is similar to that for the CDC algorithm.
Given the same Nr and Ps, Esa of the CDC algorithm is higher
than that of the RRC algorithm. Since the output electric power
Pe is smaller than 1 W when Ps is 50 W from Fig. 4, Esa of two
algorithms with 50 W Ps are close.
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Fig. 11. Average remaining energy versus input electric power (different
number of receivers).

Fig. 12. Esa difference value between CDC and RRC versus the number of
receivers (different input electric power).

Changes of Esa under different input electric power Ps with
the different number of receivers Nr are presented in Fig. 11.
For the CDC and RRC algorithms, Esa increases gradually with
the increase ofPs. WhenPs is 50 W,Esa is small. Besides, since
the denominator of equation (11) increases when increasing the
number of receivers, Esa decreases as Nr increases. Compared
with the RRC scheduling algorithm,Esa of the CDC scheduling
algorithm is always greater with the same Ps and Nr.

The Esa difference value Dsa between the two algorithms
under the different number of receivers over diverse Ps is
exhibited in Fig. 12. Dsa increases sharply first, then decreases
gradually over the number of receivers. In addition, given Nr,
Dsa increases as the input electric power increases. Thus, the
performance of the CDC algorithm will get better with higher
input electrical power and a reasonable number of receivers.

Therefore, when increasing the input electric power of the
RBC transmitter and limiting the number of receivers within the
coverage to a reasonable range, the performance of the CDC
algorithm can be more superior. In addition, the performance of
the CDC algorithm is better than that of the RRC algorithm with

the same charging duration, different input electric power and
number of receivers.

C. Summary

Based on the above performance evaluation and comparison,
the analysis results related to the performance of the CDC
scheduling algorithm are summarized as follows:

1) The performance of the CDC algorithm improves with
longer charging duration, higher input electric power, and
reasonable number of receivers within the RBC transmit-
ter’s coverage.

2) Compared with the RRC algorithm, the mobile devices
can get higher average remaining energy by using CDC
algorithm with the same input electric power and charg-
ing duration. That is, the effect of energy transmission
channel and the receivers’ state-of-charge on charging
performance of the RBC system is obvious.

3) To improve the performance of the CDC algorithm, the
measures that can be taken in the RBC system should
include: i) prolonging the charging duration, and, ii) in-
creasing the input electric power, and, iii) limiting the
number of receivers within the coverage to a reasonable
number.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the Resonant Beam Charging (RBC) system, the transmit-
ter’s coverage is different with different input electric power and
Field of View (FOV). The wireless energy transmission channels
between the transmitter and the receivers may vary. In addition,
the receivers’ charging power is related to the transmitter’s input
electric power and the distance to the transmitter. To extend
the battery life of the receivers, the remaining energy of all
receivers should be maximized. The Channel-Dependent Charge
(CDC) scheduling algorithm is proposed to control the receivers’
charging power, order, and duration.

Based on the scheduling principle of the CDC algorithm,
each receiver is assigned a scheduling coefficient, which is
determined by the remaining energy and the energy transmission
channel of receiver. The receiver with the minimum scheduling
coefficient is selected to be charged first per time slot. The RBC
transmission channel model, the transmitter’s coverage, and the
receiver dynamic moving model are quantified to implement
the CDC algorithm. Depending on the performance analysis, the
mobile devices can get better service with the CDC algorithm
than the Round-Robin Charge (RRC) scheduling algorithm. The
methods to improve the CDC performance include: i) prolonging
the charging duration, and, ii) increasing the transmitter input
electric power, and, iii) limiting the number of receivers charged
simultaneously.

Since the wireless transmission channel is complicated in an
RBC system, more accurate relationships between the charging
power and the transmission channel can be investigated in the
future. In addition, due to the RBC transmitter available charging
energy is limited, the maximal number of receivers which can be
charged simultaneously within an RBC transmitter’s coverage
can be studied.
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